THURSDAY, JANUARY 7, 2016

***SENATE SESSION 2:00 PM Senate Chambers

Committees at the Call of the Senate President

S2161 [Ruiz, M. Teresa/Beach, James+2], HS graduation req.-concerns courses
S2361 [Turner, Shirley K./Gil, Nia H.+] St. contract-proh imported domestic corp
S2367 [Rice, Ronald L.], Responsible Fatherhood-estab. council
S2467 [Turner, Shirley K./Singer, Robert W.], BPU-estab. procedures, switch suppliers
S2491 [Smith, Bob/Danielsen, Joe+] St. Oceanographer-estab. position
S2495 [Codey, Richard J./Rice, Ronald L.+1], Savings account promotions-concerns
S2497 [Turner, Shirley K.], Nick Rethodes' Law-solution homes
S2711 [Smith, Bob/Whelan, Jim+] Wind energy prog.,qual.,-BPU approval
S2831 [Sweeney, Stephen M./Turner, Shirley K.+] Secure Choice Savings Prog. Act
S2877 [Codey, Richard J./Greenstein, Linda R.+1], Nutritional liq.-concerns containers
S2967 [Smith, Bob/Bateman, Christopher+1], Electronic Waste Mgmt. Act-revises
S2977 [Cruz-Perez, Nilsa], Nutritional suppl.-allows dispensation
S2998 [Cruz-Perez, Nilsa], All-terrain veh.-concerns crimes
S3024 [Scutari, Nicholas P./Giblin, Thomas P.+1], Real estate brokers-revise laws
S3041 [Vitale, Joseph F./Sweeney, Stephen M.], Child-delays best interest
S3044 [Ruiz, M. Teresa/Sarlo, Paul A.], Per pupil admin. cost-limits-elim budget
S3047 [Ruiz, M. Teresa/Pou, Nellie], Sch. fac.-concerns constr.
S3250 [Cruz-Perez, Nilsa], Driv. lic.-pictures-concerns
S3271 [Beach, James/Turner, Shirley K.+2], Fire dist-estab consolidating procedures
S3277 [Cruz-Perez, Nilsa], Real property-land mun. auth. to lic.
S3416 [Lesniak, Raymond J./Sarlo, Paul A.], Animals threatened w/extraction-concerns
S39105 [Greenwald, Lour D.], Electronic smoking devices-regulate

***SENATE SESSION 2016 (continued)

S2161 [Ruiz, M. Teresa/Beach, James+2], HS graduation req.-concerns courses
S2361 [Turner, Shirley K./Gil, Nia H.+] St. contract-proh imported domestic corp
S2367 [Rice, Ronald L.], Responsible Fatherhood-estab. council
S2467 [Turner, Shirley K./Singer, Robert W.], BPU-estab. procedures, switch suppliers
S2491 [Smith, Bob/Danielsen, Joe+] St. Oceanographer-estab. position
S2495 [Codey, Richard J./Rice, Ronald L.+1], Savings account promotions-concerns
S2497 [Turner, Shirley K.], Nick Rethodes' Law-solution homes
S2711 [Smith, Bob/Whelan, Jim+] Wind energy prog.,qual.,-BPU approval
S2831 [Sweeney, Stephen M./Turner, Shirley K.+] Secure Choice Savings Prog. Act
S2877 [Codey, Richard J./Greenstein, Linda R.+1], Nutritional liq.-concerns containers
S2967 [Smith, Bob/Bateman, Christopher+1], Electronic Waste Mgmt. Act-revises
S2977 [Cruz-Perez, Nilsa], Nutritional suppl.-allows dispensation
S2998 [Cruz-Perez, Nilsa], All-terrain veh.-concerns crimes
S3024 [Scutari, Nicholas P./Giblin, Thomas P.+1], Real estate brokers-revise laws
S3041 [Vitale, Joseph F./Sweeney, Stephen M.], Child-delays best interest
S3044 [Ruiz, M. Teresa/Sarlo, Paul A.], Per pupil admin. cost-limits-elim budget
S3047 [Ruiz, M. Teresa/Pou, Nellie], Sch. fac.-concerns constr.
S3250 [Cruz-Perez, Nilsa], Driv. lic.-pictures-concerns
S3271 [Beach, James/Turner, Shirley K.+2], Fire dist-estab consolidating procedures
S3277 [Cruz-Perez, Nilsa], Real property-land mun. auth. to lic.
S3416 [Lesniak, Raymond J./Sarlo, Paul A.], Animals threatened w/extraction-concerns
S39105 [Greenwald, Lour D.], Electronic smoking devices-regulate

***Senate Budget and Appropriations Meeting 10:00 AM
Committee Room 4, 1st Floor, State House Annex, Trenton, NJ
Chair: Sen. Sarlo, Paul A.
A943 [Singleton, Troy/Conaway, Herb+10], Energy efficiency-small bus qual. loans
A984 [Andrzejczak, Bob/Wimberly, Benj.] Estab. Pilot Program-should concern
A1026 [Greenwald, Lour D./Pintor Marin, Eliana], Inheritance tax pyr. due date-concerns
A1295 [Lagana, Joseph A./O'Connell, Declan J.+1], Modernize disbursement pyrments-estab.
A2935 [Andrzejczak, Bob/Lagana, Joseph A.+12], Deployed mil.-auth. prop. tax defermtns
A3552 [Mazzeo, Vincent/Andrzejczak, Bob+27], Disab. vet./caregiver-fin. planning
A3554 [Mazzeo, Vincent/Andrzejczak, Bob+23], Respite care, vets-incr. income elig cap
A3577 [Andrzejczak, Bob/Mazzeo, Vincent], Rural roadway safety-estab. campaign
A3955 [Conaway, Herb/Benedo, Daniel R.+] Resid substance use fac-bed availability
A4182 [Eustace, Tim/Santer, Shavonda E.], Firearm possession-concerns
A4387 [Coughlin, Craig J./Wisniewski, John S.], Evidence tampering, cert.-enhance pen.
A5206 [Greenwald, Louis D./Pintor Marin, Eliana], Inheritance tax pyr. due date-concerns
A5295 [Lagana, Joseph A.O'Connell, Declan J.+1], Modernize disbursement pyrments-estab.
A2935 [Andrzejczak, Bob/Lagana, Joseph A.+12], Deployed mil.-auth. prop. tax defermtns
A3552 [Mazzeo, Vincent/Andrzejczak, Bob+27], Disab. vet./caregiver-fin. planning
A3554 [Mazzeo, Vincent/Andrzejczak, Bob+23], Respite care, vets-incr. income elig cap
A3577 [Andrzejczak, Bob/Mazzeo, Vincent], Rural roadway safety-estab. campaign
A3955 [Conaway, Herb/Benedo, Daniel R.+] Resid substance use fac-bed availability
A4182 [Eustace, Tim/Santer, Shavonda E.], Firearm possession-concerns
A4387 [Coughlin, Craig J./Wisniewski, John S.], Evidence tampering, cert.-enhance pen.
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**Senate Budget and Appropriations Meeting (continued)**
S2967 [Van Drew, Jeff]. Energy efficiency-small bus, qual, loans
S3016 [Vitalie, Joseph F.]. Next-of-kin Registry-concerns
S3036 [Vitalie, Joseph F.]. Opioid analgesics-health benf. cover req
S3056 [Gordon, Robert M.]. Devel. disab. individuals-concerns
S3183 [Sarlo, Paul A.]. Drones-conducting surveillance, crime
S3317 [Sweeney, Stephen M./Orchero, Steven V.]. Inheritance tax pymt. due date-concerns

Pending Referral:
A4270 [Conaway, Herb/Benson, Daniel R.+2]. Opioid analgesics-health benf. cover req
A4420 [Mazzeo, Vincent/Vainieri Hurtle, Valerie+7]. Devel. disab. individuals-concerns

**Senate Budget and Appropriations Hearing 11:00 AM**
Committee Room 4, 1st Floor, State House Annex, Trenton, NJ

Chair: Sen. Sarlo, Paul A.
The public hearing will be held on Senate Concurrent Resolution No. 185 (SCS/1R) in accordance with Article IX, paragraph 1 of the New Jersey Constitution and Rule 24:3 of the New Jersey Senate. Persons wishing to testify should submit 20 copies of written testimony to the committee on the day of the hearing.

SCR185 [Sarlo, Paul A./Sweeney, Stephen M.+2]. Casinos
SCR186 [DeAngelis, Wayne P./Lagana, Joseph A.+9]. Driver lic renewal ext-auth mil per.
S1692 [Van Drew, Jeff/Breach, James+1]. Support Our Vet.-auth. lic. plate
SCR120 [Van Drew, Jeff/Breach, James]. Vets.-receive med. scvs. at non-VA fac.
SJR85 [Beach, James/Whelan, Jim+1]. Vets4Warrior vet suicide hotline-restore

**Senate State Government, Wagering, Tourism & Historic Preservation Hearing 10:00 AM Committee Room 7, 2nd Floor, State House Annex, Trenton, NJ**

Chair: Sen. Whelan, Jim
A public hearing will be held in accordance with Rule 24:3 of the New Jersey Senate on SCR-188 (1R) and SCR-184 (1R). Persons wishing to testify should submit 10 copies of written testimony to the committee on the day of the hearing.

SCR184 [Sweeney, Stephen M./Turner, Shirley K.+1]. Pub. emp. pensions-fd. on timely basis
SCR188 [Scutari, Nicholas P.]. Leg. Apportionment Comm.-incr membership

ASSEMBLY QUORUM 1:00 PM Assembly Chambers
Committees at the Call of the Speaker

**Assembly Appropriations Meeting 1:00 PM**
Committee Room 11, 4th Floor, State House Annex, Trenton, NJ

Chair: Asm. Burzichelli, John J.

A952 [Singleton, Troy/Coughlin, Craig J.]. Health Care Consumer Cost Transparency
A3254 [Vainieri Hurtle, Valerie/Angelini, Mary Pat]. Tobacco products-min. age
A3717 [Vainieri Hurtle, Valerie/Benson, Daniel R.+1]. Mental Health Access Act
A3891 [Bramnick, Jon M./Rodriguez-Gregg, Maria]. Innovation, Research Fellowship Prog.
A4004 [Mazzeo, Vincent/Andrzejczak, Bob]. AC Growth Tax Credit-Prog.-estab.
A4072 [DeAngelis, Wayne P./Andrzejczak, Bob]+3]. Mil, and Defense Econ. Ombuds. Act
S602 [Cody, Richard J./Vitalie, Joseph F.+1]. Tobacco products-min. age
S2654 [Whelan, Jim/Singer, Robert W.+3]. AC Growth Tax Credit-Prog.-estab.
Pending Referral:
S2806 [Cunningham, Sandra B./Vitalie, Joseph F.+1]. Work First NJ-remove cert. restr.
S2880 [Lesniak, Raymond J./Kean, Thomas H.+2]. Tax credits, cert. purposes-concerns
S3243 [Vitalie, Joseph F./Greenstein, Linda R.+1]. Minor, sexually assaulted-forensic exam

Pending Referral:
A3607 [Dancer, Ronald S./McGuckin, Gregory P.+5]. Interior light on-req. stopped by police
A4702 [Vainieri Hurtle, Valerie/Spencer, L. Grace]. Minor, sexually assaulted-forensic exam
A4704 [Diegnan, Patrick J.]. Tax credits, cert. purposes-concerns
A4717 [Johnson, Gordon M./Vainieri Hurtle, Valerie]. Handguns, personalized-sell by retailers
A4731 [Mazzeo, Vincent/Burzichelli, John J.]. AC Tourism Dist-voids deed restrictions
A4768 [Burzichelli, John J.]. Co superintendent of election-admin code
A4769 [Burzichelli, John J.]. Budget, annual-limit co entities request
A4771 [Burzichelli, John J./Muioio, Elizabeth Maher]. Finan. agreements, cert.-concerns
A4772 [Burzichelli, John J.]. Hotel tax-co. permitted to impose 1% tax
A4903 [Burzichelli, John J./Pinto Marin, Elian]. Hosp, non-profit-cert prop tax status
A4913 [Muioio, Elizabeth Maher]. Work First NJ-remove cert. restrictions
A4918 [Gusciocca, Reed/Razean, Sean T.+1]. Stadiums-exempt from prop. tax.
A4927 [Spencer, L. Grace/Rumanna, Scott]. Auth. DEP to require public access to waterfront
AR268 [Moraty, Paul D.]. Police veh. w/camera-dismiss complaint
S2442 [Kean, Thomas H./Sarlo, Paul A.+3]. Innovation, Research Fellowship Prog.
S3116 [Whelan, Jim]. AC Tourism Dist-voids deed restrictions
S3201 [Barnes, Peter J./Holzapfel, James W.]. Interior light on-req. stopped by police
S3249 [Weinberg, Loretta/Codye, Richard J.+1]. Handguns, personalized-sell by retailers
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A2026 [Greenwald, Louis D./Pintor Marin, Eliana], Inheritance tax pymt. due date
concerns
A2299 [Andrzejczak, Bob/Benson, Daniel R.+7], Constr. permit surcharge fees-
concerns
A2586 [DeAngelio, Wayne P./Ouimette, Annette+3], Energy Infrastructure Study Comm.-
estab.
A2925 [Lagana, Joseph A./O'Scanlon, Declan J.+4], Modernize disable pymts.-
app.
A2935 [Andrzejczak, Bob/Lagana, Joseph A.+12], Deployed mil.-auth. prop. tax-
concerns
A3435 [Garcia, Carmelo G./Mukherji, Raj+5], Boys & Girls Clubs Keystone Law
A3442 [Mazzio, Vincent/Andrzejczak, Bob+27], Disab. vet./caregiver-financ. planning
A3554 [Mazzio, Vincent/Andrzejczak, Bob+23], Respite care, vets.-inc. income elig.
cap.
A3750 [Lampitt, Pamela R./Rucker, Cleopatra G.+8], Female vets.-create info. webpage
A3806 [Singleton, Troy/Dancer, Ronald S.+2], Lisa's Law-monitoring violent offenders
A3927 [Andrzejczak, Bob/Mazzio, Vincent], Rural roadway safety-estab. campaign
A4122 [Mazzio, Vincent/Andrzejczak, Bob+6], Resid substance use fac-bed availability
A4182 [Eustace, Tim/Sumter, Shavonda E.+1], Firearm possession-concerns
A4271 [Conaway, Herb/Benson, Daniel R.+2], Opioid analytics-health benf. cover req.
A4323 [DeAngelio, Wayne P./Lagana, Joseph A.+9], Driv. lic renewal ex-ath릴
mil personnel
A4343 [Schaer, Gary S./Prieto, Vincent+5], Police, co.mun.-estab. training course
A4384 [DeAngelio, Wayne P./Pintor Marin, Eliana+3], BPU-concerning cert. decisions
A4387 [Coughlin, Craig J./Wisniewski, John S.+1], Next-of-Kin Registry-concerns
A4420 [Mazzio, Vincent/Vainieri Huttle, Valerie+7], Devel. disadv.-individuals-concerns
A4465 [Giblin, Thomas P./DeAngelio, Wayne P.+4], Alco bev lic, seasonal-ex by two
months
A4562 [Benson, Daniel R.+1], Clinical labs.-req. rules, qual control
AR1112 [Conaway, Herb+1], Cystic Fibrosis Awareness Mo.-dis. May
AR117 [Tucker, Cleopatra G./Wilson, Gilbert L.+9], Vets4Warrior suicide hotline
S187 [Whelan, Jim+6], Contracts for pub. works-concerns
S319 [Van Drew, Jeff/Jack/Staff, Brian P.+2], Constr. permit surcharge fees-concerns
S319 [Ruiz, M. Teresa/Sumter, Shavonda E.+1], Firearm possession-concerns
S519 [Gill, Nia H./Van Drew, Jeff], Natl Guard memb-suspend interest pymt
S663 [Pou, Nellie/Barnes, Peter J.+1], Court Security Enhancement Fd.-estab.
S1033 [Weinberg, Loretta+1], Prepaid debit card-standard disbursement
S1276 [Ruiz, M. Teresa/Turner, Shirley K.+2], Teaching Pct.-standard disbursement
S1325 [Van Drew, Jeff/Bucho, Anthony R.], Deployed mil.-auth. prop. tax deferment
S1534 [Van Drew, Jeff/Baterman, Christopher], Evidence tampering, cert.-enhance
penal.
S1566 [Beach, James/Bucco, Anthony R.], Vet. honorable discharge papers-concerns
S1692 [Van Drew, Jeff/Bacterman, James+1], Support Our Vet.-auth. lic. plate
S1796 [Greenstein, Linda R.+1], Energy Infrastructure Study Comm.-estab.
S1848 [Allen, Diane B./Van Drew, Jeff], Agric activities-concerns exemp. letters
S1995 [Baterman, Christopher/Smith, Bob+1], Firearm possession-concerns
S2191 [Vitale, Joseph F./Cruz-Perez, Nilsa+1], Diabetes self-mgmt. ed.-Medicaid cover
S2248 [Whelan, Jim], Mainland Memorial Act-graduated driv lic
S2266 [O'Toole, Kevin J./Sweeney, Stephen M.], Student w/disab.-physical restraining req.
S2310 [Sacco, Nicholas J.], Drone use-fors sets forth cert. concerns
S2399 [Tucker, Shirley K./Greenstein, Linda R.+2], Body camera-law enforcement
officer wear
S2429 [Ruiz, M. Teresa/Kean, Thomas H.], Pupil grade point average-concerns
S2493 [Sweeney, Stephen M./Weinberg, Loretta], Lisa's Law-fighting violent offenders
S2569 [Beach, James/Allen, Diane B.+1], Female vets.-create info. webpage
S2606 [Beach, James/Cruz-Perez, Nilsa], Vet.-elim. income elig. cap respite care
S2620 [Oroho, Steven V./Turner, Shirley K.], NJ Rural Microenterprise Act
S2633 [Turner, Shirley K.+2], Minorty recruitment prog.-estab.
S2636 [Beach, James/Van Drew, Jeff+1], Disab. vet./caregiver-financ. planning
S2644 [Vitale, Joseph F./Cody, Richard J.], Resid substance use fac-bed availability
S2850 [Van Drew, Jeff/Oroho, Steven V.], Rural roadway safety-estab. campaign
S2898 [Turner, Shirley K.+1], Police, co.mun.-estab. training course
S2916 [Cruz-Perez, Nilsa], Pregnant graduate-ensures equal rights
S2952 [Beach, James/Whelan, Jim+1], Driv. lic renewal ex-ath릴 mil personnel
S2956 [Sweeney, Stephen M.], Alco bev lic, seasonal-ex by two months
S2967 [Van Drew, Jeff], Energy efficiency-small bus. qual. loans
S2983 [Bucco, Anthony R./Sweeney, Stephen M.+9], Sch. security-estab class three
officers
S3016 [Vitale, Joseph F.], Next-of-Kin Registry-concerns
S3019 [Sweeney, Stephen M./Stack, Brian P.+2], Finan. agreements, cert.-concerns
S3036 [Vitale, Joseph F.], Opioid analytics-health benf. cover req
S3056 [Gordon, Robert M.], Devel. disadv.-individuals-concerns
S3065 [Gordon, Robert M.], Clinical labs.-req rules, qual control
S3145 [Whelan, Jim], BPU-concerning cert. decisions
S3283 [Vitale, Joseph F./Cruz-Perez, Nilsa], Resid substance use fac-bed availability
S3301 [Sweeney, Stephen M./Singer, Robert W.], Stadiums-exempt from prop. tax.}
ASSEMBLY SESSION 1:00 PM Assembly Chambers

Voting Session:
A311 [Bramnick, Jon M./Diegnan, Patrick J.+2], Pupil grade point average-concerns
A410 [Bucco, Anthony M./Bramnick, Jon M.+5], Patr
A363 [Singleton, Troy/Rible, David P.+5], Microenterprise training prog.
A1103 [Vainieri, Valerie/Hackett, Tim], Special Ed. Ombudsman-estab. office
A1146 [Diegnan, Patrick J./O’Donnell, Jason+10], Transp. med. needs students-concerns
A1728 [Eustace, Tim/Benson, Daniel R.], Veh. charging stations-toll rd. install
A1779 [McKeon, John F./Spencer, L. Grace+9], Sewage-clarify, not haz. substance
A1812 [Wilson, Gilbert L./Mosquera, Gabriela M.+10], Lemon Law-extend prot. to new tractors
A2039 [Fuentes, Angel/Moravia, Paul D.+10], Voting reg.-concerns-age
A2839 [Burzichelli, John J./Space, Parker+1], NJ Rural Microenterprise Act
A3225 [Singleton, Troy/Rible, David P.+5], Chiropractic assist.-prov. lic.
A3240 [Schaefer, Gary S./Slayey, Mila M.+1], Mortgage foreclosure-concerns filings
A3269 [Mukherji, Raj/Burzichelli, John J.], Assoc. Justice, Supreme Ct, Acting-title
A3276 [Mazzio, Vincent], Mainland Memoriam Act-graduated driv lic
A3352 [Eustace, Tim], Milkweed for Monarchs prog.-estab.
A3353 [Eustace, Tim], Adopt a Monarch Butterfly-Prop.
A3460 [Conaway, Herb/Pinkin, Nancy J.+1], Diabetes self-mgmt. med.-Medicaid cover
A3708 [Diegnan, Patrick J./Webber, Jay], Estate assets, small-concerns transfer
A3909 [Singleton, Troy/Tucker, Cleopatra G.+2], Vet, wartime svc. disav.-incr. allowance
A3921 [Diegnan, Patrick J./Jimenez, Angelica M.], Pupil trans. contracts-concerns
A3944 [Garcia, Carmelo G./McKeon, John F.+3], Shellfish species-allow cultivation
A4155 [Vainieri, Valerie/Hackett, Tim], Shawonda E.+2, Students during childbirth-no restraint
A4166 [Benson, Daniel R./DeAngelo, Wayne P.], Health care prov.-leave and benf. info.
A4186 [Eustace, Tim/McKeon, John F.], Solar Roof Installation Warranty Prog.
A4207 [Lampitt, Pamela R./Diegnan, Patrick J.+26], Student w/concussion-concerns evaluation
A4213 [Vainieri, Valerie/Hackett, Tim], Snow shoveling-permit unreg solicitation
A4331 [Garcia, Carmelo G./Vainieri, Valerie+7], Homemaker-home health aides-estab.-req.
A4465 [Andrezjczak, Bob/Tucker, Cleopatra G.], Vets-mentor thru criminal justice sys.
A4469 [Quijano, Annette/Mukherji, Raj+1], Lottery-fraudulent ss number, crime
A4505 [Wimberly, Benjie E./Sumter, Shawonda E.+6], Healthy Small Food Retailer Act
A4548 [Wimberly, Benjie E.], Expunged records-Paterson, estab. prog.
A4576 [Johnson, Gordon M./Wimberly, Benjie E.], Inmate telephonic charges-concerns
A4636 [Jimenez, Angelica M./Lagana, John A.], Nursing home-estab. aid-to-jud
A4653 [Diegnan, Patrick J./Oliver, Sheila Y.], Teacher-concerns instructional cert.
A4690 [Pintor Marin, Eliana/Spencer, L. Grace], Bus. tax cred.-prog.-delay deadline
A4728 [DeAngelo, Wayne P./Quijano, Annette], Supply, leave and benf.-DOLWD prov. info.
A4773 [Eustace, Tim/Garcia, Carmelo G.], Animal parts/products-proh. transp.
A4808 [Eustace, Tim/Gusciorea, Reed], Animals threatened w/extermination-concerns
ACR1 [Prieto, Vincent/Wisniewski, John S.], Motor fuels-tax-deductible to transp. sys.
ACR2 [Caputo, Ralph R./Prieto, Vincent+1], Casinos-Leg. auth. operation, cert co.
ACR3 [Prieto, Vincent+1], Pub. emp. pensions-td. on timely basis
ACR4 [Greenwald, Louis D./McKeon, John F.], Leg. Apportionment Comm.-incr membership
AR65 [DeAngelo, Wayne P./Quijano, Annette+2], Airlines-prob baggage fee, mil personnel
AR213 [Space, Parker/McHose, Alison Littell], Community-based clinic Sussex Co.-support
S221 [Allen, Diane B./Vitale, Joseph F.+2], Prisoners during childbirth-no restraint
S451 [Ruiz, M. Teresa/Allen, Diane B.+2], Special Ed. Ombudsman-estab. office
S556 [Turner, Shirley K./Madden, Fred H.+2], Microenterprise training prog.-estab.
S564 [Smith, Bob/Bateman, Christopher], Solar Roof Installation Warranty Prog.
S832 [Wexian, Jim/Beach, James+2], Voting reg.-concerns age
S1184 [Vitale, Joseph F./Beach, James], Physician assistants-revise lic. req.
S1567 [Bucco, Anthony R./Van Drew, Jeff+3], Patro
S2085 [Codry, Richard J.+1], Mortgage foreclosures-concerns filings
S2251 [Oroho, Steven V./Barnes, Peter J.+1], Assets of cert. estates-concerns
S2284 [Pou, Nellie/Weinberg, Loretta+6], Medicaid managed care org.-concerns
S2515 [Scutari, Nicholas P.], Assoc. Justice, Supreme Ct, Acting-title
S2817 [Cardinale, Gerald+2], Shellfish species-allows cultivation
S2741 [Doherty, Michael J.+1], Snow shoveling-permit unreg solicitation
S2878 [Stack, Brian P./Weinberg, Loretta+1], Nursing home-estab. aide-to-resid. ratio
S2960 [Codry, Richard J./Rice, Ronald L.+11], Homemaker-home health aides-concerns